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ou find yourself at the edge of the water, face-down on an angled
slab of stone, clutching its water-worn surface like a lifeline. It feels
strangely warm.

Slowly, you climb to your feet and open your eyes.
The city of R’lyeh lies before you, risen from the depths like a long-forgotten
memory. Stones cross each other at uncanny angles, combining into elaborate
ruins carved with incomprehensible symbols, illuminated by coiling stars in
the black sky above. Behind you, the sea is deafening, roiling like thunder and
crashing into the city’s rocky walls.
Determinedly, you move forward, mask clutched in one hand at your side and a
small, ornate wooden cube grasped in the other.
Come.
Cthulhu’s call is stronger than ever, but following it was already exactly what
you intended to do. It pulls you into the city. You clamber over rocks and scurry
up slopes towards the colossal arch at the top of the city.
You can’t tell how much time passes before you are standing in front of it. It
could be seconds, or millenia. You run your hand across it, and recognise much
of the script carved into it. Between the pillars, you sense lightning flashing in
the distance. The black ocean’s roar is now a distant rumble.
Come.
You walk, obediently, under the arch, and stand there for eons - or are they moments? Then, you feel it behind you. Purposefully, you raise your mask to your
face, and bind it there.
You turn around.
You sense the Great Old One standing there, towering above the arch, tentacles
snaking from its colossal head, thin wings outstretched from its scaly, sea-swept
body. The wind parts around it, blowing its alien scent toward you.
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Cthulhu does not speak - it exists beyond language, beyond any primitive mode
of communication dreamed up by humans past or present. It simply waits. The
compulsion to remove your mask and stare into those eyes becomes a deep itch.
You could scream at the god for escaping the pit. You could curse it for taking
Shannon’s mind. But your cries would not be heard. Instead, you raise a hand
towards your face.
Cthulhu waits with eternal patience.
But you don’t touch your mask. Instead, you hold out the wooden box clenched
in your fist, and open it. With your other hand, you carefully pick up the small
object contained inside.
Your totem. Such an insignificant thing - but it’s the key to defeating the ancient,
alien entity before you...
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